Class of 2014 Honors Award Winners

Alpha Omega Alpha Honor Medical Society

Jacob Azurdia  Stanislav Lazarey
Elizabeth Blasberg  Aaron Maxwell
Anne Coleman  Ashley Miller
Peter Cooch  Michael Mollo
John DeWitt  Vanessa Patten
Albert Emery  Lauren Powlovich
Paige Georgiadis  Prabu Selvam
Alyson Guillet  Jordan Smith
Calvin Kagan  Timothy Snow
Alison Krywanczyk  Bianca Yoo

Gold Humanism Honor Society

Hany Abdallah  Kelly Gardner
Adam Ackerman  Alyson Guillet
Irina Arkhipova-Jenkins  Elisabeth Kispert
Jacob Azurdia  Patrick Ng
Agnes Balla  Vanessa Patten
Caitlin Baran  Prabu Selvam
Elizabeth Blasberg  George Vana
Leah Carr  Benjamin Ware
Peter Cooch  Bianca Yoo
Hannah Foote

Leonard Tow Humanism in Medicine Awards, presented by the Arnold P. Gold Foundation for excellence in both compassionate patient care and scientific achievement
A. Evan Eyler, M.D., M.P.H.
Peter Cooch ’14

The John E. Mazuzan Jr., M.D. ’54 Award for excellence in Anesthesiology
William G. Tharp

The Society for Academic Emergency Medicine Award for excellence in Emergency Medicine
Prabu Selvam

The Family Medicine John P. Fogarty, M.D. Leadership Award
Vanessa Patten

The Edward E. Friedman Award for promise of excellence in the practice of Family Medicine
David Reisman

David Reisman

The Herbert Martin Sr., M.D. Award for excellence in Neurology
Nicholas Phillips

Nicholas Phillips

The American Academy of Neurology Medical Student Prize
Albert Emery

Albert Emery

The Carbee Award for academic excellence in Obstetrics, Gynecology and Reproductive Sciences
Jenna Pariseau

Jenna Pariseau

The John V. Maeck, M.D. ’39 Robe Recipient Award for overall excellence in Obstetrics, Gynecology and Reproductive Sciences
Alyson Guillet

Alyson Guillet

The Dr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Gould, ’37 Prize for outstanding achievements in Orthopaedic Surgery
Ashley R. Miller

Ashley R. Miller

The Ralph D. Sussman, M.D. ’38/Medical Alumni Award for excellence in Pediatrics
Leah Carr

Leah Carr

The William Sweetser, M.D. Award for excellence in Psychiatry
Nicole Benson, Elisabeth Kispert

Nicole Benson, Elisabeth Kispert

The Radiology Achievement Award for excellence in Radiology
Caitlin Baran, Aaron Maxwell

Caitlin Baran, Aaron Maxwell

The Harry Howe, M.D. ’52 Senior Student Award for excellence in Surgery
Dane Slentz

Dane Slentz

The H. Gordon Page, M.D. ’45 Award for excellence in Surgery
Kevin Kuruvilla

Kevin Kuruvilla

The Pilcher Award for representing the qualities of Eleanor & Lewis Pilcher of devotion to family and patients, with a high regard for ethics and honesty
Elizabeth Blasberg

Elizabeth Blasberg

The Joseph B. Warshaw, M.D. Scholarship Award for M.D. – Ph.D. thesis excellence
William G. Tharp

William G. Tharp

The Mildred A. Reardon, M.D. Award for service to the University of Vermont College of Medicine
George Vana

The Laura Weed, M.D. Award for qualities of excellence, service, and commitment in Internal Medicine
Benjamin Ware

The Ellsworth Amidon Award for outstanding proficiency in Internal Medicine
Albert Emery

The David Babbott, M.D. “Caring and Seeing” Award
Laura Frischer

The Dean William Eustis Brown Award for broad cultural interests, and loyalty to the College of Medicine
Vanessa Patten

The Kerzner Family Prize for service to the community
Alison Alpert

The Lamb Fellowship Award for best exemplifying concern and care for the total patient
Vanessa Patten

Hiram Buttles Award for Excellence in Pathology
Vanessa Patten

B. Albert Ring M.D. Memorial Grant Award
Peter Cooch

Charles T. Schechtman, M.D., ’26 Award
Peter Cooch, Vanessa Patten, Alyson Guillet

Durwood Smith Award for Pharmacology
Elizabeth Blasberg

David M. Tormey Award for perseverance in spite of significant adversity encountered while in medical school
Sara Staples, Areg Zingiryan

Henry & Phyllis Wasserman Scholarship Phorplus Award
First: Anne Coleman
Second: Paige Leenstra Georgiadis
Third: Alison Krywanczyk
Fourth: Timothy Snow

Wellness Award from the Committee on Medical Student Wellbeing, for a peer nominated student who has been an asset to his or her classmates and displayed sincere dedication to helping others during his or her medical education
Vanessa Patten
Ephraim Woll Award for Excellence in General Pathology
Elizabeth Blasberg

Summer Research
Paul Jarvis, Jennifer Pons, Eric Chang, Alyson Guillet

James E. DeMeules Surgical Research Prize
First: Jenna Pariseau
Second: Chelsea Harris
Third: Dane Slentz

Class Awards

The Colette Award
Mike Cross

The Howe Outstanding Teacher of Surgery Award
Jesse Chlebeck, M.D.

Clinical Teacher of the Year Award
Elise Everett, M.D.

The Clinical Department of the Year Award
Pediatrics

The Resident of the Year Award
Sean Ackerman, M.D.

Dignity in Medicine Award
Alison Alpert